GERMAN

GUIDES

Ancestors in German archives : a guide to family history sources, by Raymond S Wright, Geneal. R 929.343 W930a.

List of German last names and other versions of the name over the years, the book is in German.

Dictionary of German names, by Hans Bahlow, M 929.40943 B147g.


Encyclopedia of German-American genealogical research, by Clifford Neal Smith, Geneal. R 929.108931 Sm53e.

A genealogical handbook of German research, by Larry O Jensen, Geneal. R 929.1072 J453g 1980.

Genealogical research in German-speaking lands: a symposium, Geneal. R 929.1 N213g.

The German research companion, by Shirley J Riemer, Geneal. R 929.343 R444g : 9/97.

If I can, you can decipher Germanic records, by Edna M Bentz, Geneal. R 431.1 B446i 1999.

In search of your German roots : a complete guide to tracing your ancestors in the Germanic areas of Europe, by Angus Baxter, Geneal. R 929.1072 B333g 2001.


German-English genealogical dictionary, by Ernest Thode, Geneal. R 929.103 T352g : 12/92.

Finding aids to the microfilmed manuscript collection of the Genealogical Society of Utah.

A student's guide to German American genealogy, by Gregory Robl, Geneal. R 929.108931 R57s : 9/96.

GERMANS IN MICHIGAN

Germans in Michigan, by Jeremy W. Kilar, M 977.400431 K551g.

Yes, there were Germans in Kalamazoo: a short study of the German element and its influence in Kalamazoo County, Michigan, 1830-1978, by Elizabeth M. Mayer, M 977.417 M452y.

PASSENGER LISTS
The Ancestor chart project. Geneal. R 929.343 An21 v.3-4.

The county of Bentheim and her emigrants to North America, by Swenna Harger, Geneal. R 929.343 H223c.

Dutch and German ships : passenger lists, 1846-1856, by Edward Prins, Geneal. R 929.3774 P936d.
Emigrants from Fellbach (Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany), 1735-1930, by Clifford Neal Smith, Geneal. R 929.343 Sm53.

Emigration records from the German Eifel region, 1834-1911, by Hanns Egon Freund, Geneal. R 929.343 F896e : 4/94.

Emigrants from Saxony (Grandduchy of Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach) to America, 1854, 1859, by Clifford Neal Smith, Geneal. R 929.343 Sm53 v.4.

Emigrants from the West-German Fuerstenberg territories (Baden and the Palatinate) to America and Central Europe, 1712, 1737, 1787, by Clifford Neal Smith, Geneal. R 929.343 Sm53 v.9.

German immigrants : lists of passengers bound from Bremen to New York [dates], with places of origin, by Gary J Zimmerman, Geneal. R 929.343 Z65g v.1-4.

Germans to America: lists of passengers arriving at U.S. Ports, by Ira A. Glazier & P. William Filby, Geneal. R 929.343 G317 v.1-67. These volumes cover the dates from January 1850 to June 1897.

Germans to America--series II : lists of passengers arriving at U.S. ports in the 1840s, by Ira A. Glazier & P. William Filby, Geneal. R 929.343 G317 Series II v.1-7. These volumes cover the dates from January 1840 to December 1849.

Nineteenth-century emigration of "Old Lutherans" from eastern Germany (mainly Pomerania and Lower Silesia) to Australia, Canada, and the United States, by Clifford Neal Smith, Geneal. R 929.343 Sm53ne.


Rhineland emigrants: lists of German settlers in colonial America, by Don Yoder, Geneal. R 929.343 R345.

Ships to U.S.A. with a Dutch or German passenger, 1845-1855, by Edward Prins, Geneal. R 929.3774 P936s.

Westerwald to America: some 18th century German immigrants, by Annette K Burgert, Geneal. R 929.343 B911w : 3/95.

The Wuerttemberg emigration index, by Trudy Schenk, Geneal. R 929.343 Sch27w v.1-7. Wuerttemberg emigration records hold information on applicants who filled for permission to emigrate from the region of Wuerttemberg in the 19th century.

THE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE
The German American family album, by Dorothy Hoobler, Geneal. R 973.0431 H76g.

The German-Americans : an ethnic experience, by Willi Paul Adams, Geneal. R 973.0431 Ad171g.

ATLASES
The Atlantic bridge to Germany, Charles M Hall, Geneal. R 929.343 H14a v.1-5. These volumes contain maps and indexes to towns and regions, when Germany was at its greatest size in 1871.


GRAND RAPIDS GERMAN NEWSPAPERS ON MICROFILM
Germania, 1895-1916.

Der Sonntagsbote, 1898-1916.
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VERTICAL FILE HOLDINGS
Bajema Clipping Files – German, 1870-1920
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